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ABSTRACT: High-precision and accurate Fe isotopic analyses are essential for various geological processes. In this study, Fe isotopic measurements were optimized on a large-geometry, high-resolution Nu Plasma 1700 MC-ICP-MS instrument, which can distinguish Ar-related interferences completely as opposed to other general-sized MC-ICP-MS instruments. Under the conditions of high mass resolution, complete separation of Ar-related interference can be achieved. We evaluated the type and intensity of all Ar-related interferences. The effects of the acid molarity, concentration mismatch, residual HCl, and matrix elements were also evaluated. The results demonstrate that the molarity of the acid, residual HCl, and Cr significantly affected the precision of the Fe isotopic measurements. Fe was purified by one-step column anion-exchange separation using the anion resin AG-MP-1M. The long-term external precisions of δ56Fe and δ57Fe were greater than ±0.03‰ (2SD) and ±0.06‰ (2SD), respectively. The Fe isotopic compositions of the five geological reference materials measured in this study agreed with previously published data, within uncertainties.

INTRODUCTION

Iron is one of the most abundant elements on Earth and other terrestrial planets, and it is an essential life element for living organisms. Given their importance and recent analytical advances, stable Fe isotopes have received much attention as critical tracers and have been increasingly applied in various scientific disciplines, including astrochemistry, geochemistry, biology, oceanic and environmental science, and mineral resources. The broad interest in Fe isotopic geochemistry has been mapped out in considerable detail by various special issues and book series, such as the Geochemistry of Non-Traditional Stable Isotopes and Non-Traditional Stable Isotopes. Iron has four stable isotopes, 54Fe, 56Fe, 57Fe, 58Fe, which represent 5.845, 91.754, 2.1191, and 0.2919 atom% respectively of the total. Mass-dependent isotope variations of Fe in natural samples span a range of ~6‰. Nevertheless, the extent of mass-dependent stable isotope fractionation is a function of both temperature and atomic mass. For example, the ranges of Fe isotopic variation in metal/silicate systems (~0.5‰), partial melting (~0.1%), fractional crystallization (0.1–0.4%), and melt-peridotite interactions (~1%) are very narrow. Therefore, the study of Fe isotopes in high-temperature geological processes requires more accurate and precise analytical methods.
Both thermal ionization mass spectrometry (TIMS) and multi-collector inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (MC-ICP-MS) can be employed to measure the Fe isotopic composition. Early attainable precisions measured using TIMS have at best been 0.15 ‰/amu.\textsuperscript{24} TIMS instruments possess a relatively small bias, but it is highly unstable and cannot be easily corrected.\textsuperscript{16} In contrast, MC-ICP-MS instruments are affected by a large instrumental mass bias; however, this bias is more stable than that in TIMS\textsuperscript{16} and can be easily corrected by bracketing standards\textsuperscript{1,25,26} or by element doping (Cu or Ni).\textsuperscript{27-29} Therefore, precisions better than 0.03‰ for δ\textsuperscript{56}Fe could be obtained using MC-ICP-MS.\textsuperscript{30} Another advantage of MC-ICP-MS over TIMS, is its high sample throughput, as it is possible to measure up to a few tens of samples per day.\textsuperscript{16} MC-ICP-MS has therefore been recognized as the most effective method to determine the Fe isotopic composition.

The mass interference of isobaric polyatomic ions is one of the major disadvantages of MC-ICP-MS. Ar-related interference presents a major challenge to the high-precision measurement of Fe isotopes using MC-ICP-MS. These interferences arise from the Ar gas used to generate the plasma and from N, O, and H present in the atmosphere and solution.\textsuperscript{27} Several approaches such as desolvation,\textsuperscript{26,31-33} cold plasma,\textsuperscript{34} collision cell,\textsuperscript{35-37} and high-resolution techniques\textsuperscript{28,30,38} have been adopted to address this problem. The consensus is that high mass resolution through optical peak separation is the most robust method to eliminate spectral interferences.\textsuperscript{18} At present, only the Nu Plasma series and Neptune series MC-ICP-MS are available, all of which have been successfully used for high-resolution Fe isotopic measurements. Typically, Ar-related interferences and Fe isotopes are sufficiently separated at pseudo medium or high mass resolutions using flat-top peak shoulders (Fig.1).\textsuperscript{30,38} The flat top peak shoulder is narrow; therefore, high stability in the magnetic field and the acceleration voltage is essential, both of which are highly sensitive to the temperature of the room.\textsuperscript{16} In contrast, Nu Plasma 1700 (Nu Instrument, Wrexham, UK) is a unique, large-geometry high-resolution MC-ICP-MS system that provides ultrahigh mass resolution to allow the complete separation of polyatomic interfering ions.\textsuperscript{39,40} Nu Plasma 1700 was tuned to achieve a full baseline separation of the Fe and ArNO/O peaks, increasing the accuracy and precision of the results.\textsuperscript{28,41}

In this study, based on the ultrahigh mass resolution of Nu Plasma 1700 MC-ICP-MS, the polyatomic interferences of Fe isotopes were measured in detail. The data would be useful for assessing the source of the interference and for searching for mechanisms to eliminate the interference. In addition, we developed an efficient chemical-separation procedure. Fe in the samples was purified through a single ion-exchange column using a strong anionic resin, AG-MP-1M. Only small amounts of acid were required for this process. The effects of the acid molarity, acid residue, concentration mismatch, and matrix elements on the Fe isotopic measurements were carefully evaluated. The Fe isotopic compositions of five well-characterized international reference materials and a pure Fe standard solution were determined. The long-term external precision of δ\textsuperscript{56}Fe (almost three years) was better than ±0.03‰ (two standard deviations, 2SD). The Fe isotope data of all the reference materials measured in this study agree with previous reference values.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

**Instrument.** Fe isotopic measurements were performed using a Nu Plasma 1700 MC-ICP-MS (Nu Instruments, Wrexham, UK) at the State Key Laboratory of Geological Processes and Mineral Resources, China University of Geosciences, Wuhan, China. This instrument is a large-geometry, double-focusing, multi-collector ICP-MS.\textsuperscript{39-41} The natural dispersion of the instrument is approximately 1700 mm, which is more than thrice that of other general-sized MC-ICP-MS instruments. The unique design of high dispersion and large geometry allows a high mass resolution of >5000 (10% valley) while maintaining a flat-top peak. The instrument contains 16 Faraday detectors, each of which possesses an independently adjustable slit that can be adjusted with respect to both width and central position, thus allowing different resolutions to be set on individual detectors. These features enable Nu Plasma 1700 to provide a true high mass resolution for fully resolving polyatomic interfering ions.

Fe ions were simultaneously collected using fixed Faraday detectors at m/z 54, 56, 57, and 58. Two mechanically adjustable Faraday detectors at m/z 52 and 60 were used to monitor the Cr and Ni levels in the samples (Table 1).

The MC-ICP-MS system was run with 1300 W forward RF power using ultrapure Ar (99.999% purity from Air Gas Products) as the plasma and nebulizer gas. A 5 μg g\textsuperscript{-1} Fe solution was introduced into the Ar plasma via a Cetac ASX-112FR automatic sampler (CETAC Technologies, Omaha, NE, USA) and a self-aspirating glass expansion micromist nebulizer (Glass Expansion, Pocasset, MA, USA) at an uptake rate of 100 μL min\textsuperscript{-1} producing
Mass resolution setting. Nu Plasma 1700 MC-ICP-MS can achieve complete separation of polyatomic interfering ions. Therefore, the mass resolution is defined as the ratio of M/ΔM, where M is the mass measured and ΔM is defined as the peak width at 5% of the peak height. In this case, the two peaks separated by ΔM have a 10% valley between them. The mass resolution given by a 10% valley is approximately equal to the theoretically required resolution to distinguish isotopes from isobaric interferences.

The following ions can potentially affect Fe isotopes measured by MC-ICP-MS (Table S1): chromium and nickel; double-charged palladium, cadmium, and tin; polyatomic ions, including argon, oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen. The required resolution to separate Fe isotopes from Cr or Ni ions is more than 27000, which cannot be achieved by any contemporary manufactured MC-ICP-MS. The resolutions required to exclude double-charged Pd, Cd, and Sn are in the range 3000–4400. Nu Plasma 1700 can operate at a mass resolution higher than 5000, but in such a case, the ion transmission rate would decrease to less than 10%, thereby affecting the analytical sensitivity. Fortunately, the amounts of these elements in natural samples are very low. Thus, other matrix elements in geological and biological samples can be completely removed following Fe purification. In this study, the instrument was operated at a mass resolution of 3000 (10% valley), while the corresponding ion transmission rate was 15%.

In this resolution mode, polyatomic ion interferences such as $^{38}$Ar$^{16}$O, $^{40}$Ar$^{14}$N on $^{54}$Fe, $^{40}$Ar$^{16}$O on $^{56}$Fe, $^{40}$Ar$^{18}$OH, $^{40}$Ar$^{17}$O on $^{57}$Fe, and $^{40}$Ar$^{18}$O on $^{58}$Fe were fully resolved (Table S1 and Fig. 2a).

Samples and chemical procedure. Five powdered geological reference materials, including three basalts: BHVO-2, BIR-1a and BCR-2; one andesite: AGV-2; and one granodiorite: GSP-2 from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) were analyzed for Fe isotopic compositions. Two Fe reference materials, IRMM-014 and IRMM-524a, were originally provided by the European Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements (IRMM). Stock solutions of IRMM-014 (~ 100 μg g$^{-1}$ Fe) were obtained from Prof. Huang Fang’s research group at the University of Science and Technology of China. IRMM-524a (~ 5000 μg g$^{-1}$ Fe in 0.35 mol L$^{-1}$ HNO$_3$) was prepared by quantitative dissolution of a typical signal intensity of ~25 V for $^{56}$Fe under the instrumental conditions shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Instrumental operating conditions for Fe isotopic measurements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MC-ICP-MS</td>
<td>Nu Plasma 1700</td>
<td>Nebulizer</td>
<td>Glass Expansion, ~ 100 μL min$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooling Gas</td>
<td>Ar, 13 L min$^{-1}$</td>
<td>Cones</td>
<td>Standard sampling and skimmer cones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary Gas</td>
<td>Ar, 0.95 L min$^{-1}$</td>
<td>Mass resolution</td>
<td>3000 (10% valley)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebulizer Gas</td>
<td>Ar, 30.5 Psi</td>
<td>Ion transfer rate</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF Power</td>
<td>1300 W</td>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>$^{56}$Fe, ~ 5 V ppm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cup configurations</td>
<td>L6, L4</td>
<td>$m/z$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring</td>
<td>$^{54}$Cr$^+$, $^{54}$Fe$^+$ and $^{54}$Cr$^+$</td>
<td>Parameters</td>
<td>Values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$^{54}$Fe$^+$, $^{54}$Fe$^+$, $^{56}$Fe$^+$ and $^{60}$Ni$^+$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 2](image-url)  
Fig. 2 Mass scans performed by Nu Plasma 1700 MC-ICP-MS using a mass resolution of 3000 (10% valley) with 50 ng g$^{-1}$ NIST Fe, 1 ng g$^{-1}$ Cr, and 1 ng g$^{-1}$ Ni in 0.35 mol L$^{-1}$ HNO$_3$ (a); 0.35 mol L$^{-1}$ HNO$_3$ (b); deionized water (c). Molecular isobaric interferences ($^{38}$Ar$^{16}$O, $^{40}$Ar$^{14}$N, $^{40}$Ar$^{16}$O, $^{40}$Ar$^{17}$OH, $^{40}$Ar$^{18}$O, $^{40}$Ar$^{18}$OH, $^{40}$Ar$^{17}$O, etc.) were completely separated from Fe isotopes.
0.1 mm iron foil using HNO₃. Pure standard solutions, such as NIST Fe (Standard Reference Material 3126a, Lot No. 140812, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD, USA), NIST Cr (Standard Reference Material 3112a, Lot No. 030730), and NIST Ni (Standard Reference Material 3136, Lot No. 120619), were used for condition testing and routine tuning.

All chemical procedures were performed in clean boxes (Class 100) in clean rooms (Class 1000) with HEPA-filtered air at the State Key Laboratory of Geological Processes and Mineral Resources, China University of Geosciences, Wuhan, China. Teflon coated hot plates, Teflon beakers, double distilled hydrochloric, nitric, and hydrofluoric acids, and deionized water (18.2 MΩ cm) were used throughout the experiments to minimize the total procedural blank.

The samples which contained 50-100 µg Fe were weighed into 7 mL Savillex® Teflon vials, to which 1 mL concentrated HNO₃ and 1 mL concentrated HF were added. Following a vibration period of 10 min to avoid caking the powder, the capped vials were placed on a hotplate at 120 °C for 24 h, for sample digestion. The samples were then evaporated to dryness at 120 °C and re-dissolved twice in 1 mL of concentrated HNO₃ to completely remove HF. Subsequently, 0.5 mL of concentrated HNO₃ and 1.5 mL concentrated HCl were added, following which the vials were capped and heated on a hotplate at 120 °C for 12 h. The dissolved samples were evaporated to dryness, re-dissolved in 1 mL concentrated HCl, and heated to dryness. The HCl fluxing procedure was repeated twice to completely convert it into chloride form. Finally, the solutions were dried and then dissolved in 0.5 mL of 8 mol L⁻¹ HCl (±0.001% H₂O₂).

The Fe purification was modified according to the method described by Huang et al. The 0.8 mL of AG-MP-1M resin was filled into Bio-Rad columns and cleaned by running 2 mL of H₂O, 5 mL of 0.5 mol L⁻¹ HNO₃, 2 mL of H₂O₂, 5 mL of 0.5 mol L⁻¹ HCl, and 2 mL of H₂O. Subsequently, 2 mL of 8 mol L⁻¹ HCl was added to the column. Then, a 0.5 mL sample solution was loaded onto the resin. Matrix elements such as Ca, Mg, Al, Na, Cr, and Ni were eluted from the column in 5 mL of 8 mol L⁻¹ HCl. Fe was then eluted with 4 mL of 0.5 mol L⁻¹ HCl and 1 mL of H₂O (Table 2). Following the elution, the Fe solution was dried. It was converted from an HCl to HNO₃ solution by addition and evaporation of 0.5 mL of HNO₃ and 0.5 mL of MQ water, respectively; this sequence was repeated a second time. Finally, the purified samples (Table S2) were preserved in 0.35 mol L⁻¹ HNO₃ for isotope analysis. Procedural blank for Fe was less than 20 ng, which was insignificant relative to the amount of Fe put through chemical purification (50-100 µg). This purification is fast and consumes little acid, but it does not separate Cu and Co from Fe. The matrix effects of Cu and Co on Fe isotope analysis need to be discussed later.

Iron isotopic measurement. Iron isotope ratios were measured using the sample-standard bracketing (SSB) method. The dissolved IRMM-014 Fe isotope standard with 5 µg g⁻¹ Fe was used as the bracketing standard. Sample solutions (including dissolved IRMM-524a and all test solutions) were typically diluted to 5.00 ± 0.25 µg g⁻¹ Fe for analysis. IRMM-524a has the same Fe isotopic composition as IRMM-014. Given that stocks of IRMM-014 have been exhausted, IRMM-524a has been recommended for normalization in the laboratory; δ-values are expressed relative to IRMM-014.

Prior to each isotopic analysis, a 60 s on-peak acid blank was measured and subtracted from the analyte signal. Each isotopic analysis included an integration of 25 cycles with 8 s per cycle. During routine measurements, the internal precision was better than 15 × 10⁻⁶ (relative standard error) for the δ⁵⁶Fe/⁵⁴Fe ratio.

Fe isotopic compositions were reported using the standard per mil (%o) notation of δ⁵⁶Fe for the δ⁵⁶Fe/⁵⁴Fe ratio and δ⁵⁷Fe for the δ⁵⁷Fe/⁵⁴Fe ratio, where:

\[
\delta^{56}Fe = \left(\frac{^{56}Fe_{\text{sample}}}{^{54}Fe_{\text{sample}}}\right)\left(\frac{^{56}Fe_{\text{IRMM-014}}}{^{54}Fe_{\text{IRMM-014}}}\right) - 1 \times 1000
\]

\[
\delta^{57}Fe = \left(\frac{^{57}Fe_{\text{sample}}}{^{54}Fe_{\text{sample}}}\right)\left(\frac{^{57}Fe_{\text{IRMM-014}}}{^{54}Fe_{\text{IRMM-014}}}\right) - 1 \times 1000
\]

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ar-related interferences. Ar is necessary to create a radiofrequency (RF) plasma. However, Ar and Ar-related polyatomic isobars have a considerable effect on the generation of high-precision isotopic data pertaining to elements such as potassium, calcium, chromium, iron, and nickel isotopes. Hence, it is necessary to evaluate the type and intensity of all the Ar-related interferences. Benefitting from the high mass resolution, Nu Plasma 1700 could achieve the complete resolution of Ar-related polyatomic ions, providing a convenient research platform to assess the type and intensities of argide interference.

At a mass resolution of 3000 (10% valley), polyatomic ion interferences, such as 36Ar²⁺O⁺ and 38Ar⁴⁺N²⁺ on 52Cr⁺, 38Ar⁶⁺O⁺, 40Ar⁸⁺N⁺ and 36Ar⁴⁺O⁺ on 54Fe⁺, 40Ar⁶⁺O⁺ on 56Fe⁺, 40Ar⁶⁺OH⁺, 40Ar⁶⁺O⁺ on 57Fe⁺, and 40Ar⁶⁺O⁺ on 58Fe⁺ were fully resolved (Fig.
To further evaluate the type and the intensities of Ar-O and Ar-N interferences, three samples, 0.35 mol L\(^{-1}\) HNO\(_3\) including 50 ng g\(^{-1}\) Fe, 1 ng g\(^{-1}\) Cr, and 1 ng g\(^{-1}\) Ni (Fig. 2a), pure 0.35 mol L\(^{-1}\) HNO\(_3\) (Fig. 2b), and deionized water (Fig. 2c), were mass scanned separately. The intensities of 40\(^{Ar}\)40\(^{O}\), 40\(^{Ar}\)48\(^{O}\) and the mixed signal intensities of 36\(^{Ar}\)40\(^{O}\) + 38\(^{Ar}\)44\(^{N}\), 38\(^{Ar}\)44\(^{N}\) + 40\(^{Ar}\)44\(^{N}\) + 36\(^{Ar}\)40\(^{O}\), 40\(^{Ar}\)44\(^{N}\) + 36\(^{Ar}\)40\(^{O}\), and 40\(^{Ar}\)46\(^{O}\) + 40\(^{Ar}\)44\(^{O}\) were obtained directly. The intensities of other polyatomic ions were calculated by assuming that the oxide or hydride yield of each Ar isotope was consistent, while assuming that the mass bias fractionation factors \(f\) during the MC-ICP-MS measurement of Ar and all Ar-related polyatomic isobars were consistent.

The mass bias fractionation factors \(f\) were calculated using the kinetic equilibrium equation:

\[
f = \ln \left( \frac{M(40^{Ar}16{O})}{M(40^{Ar}16{O})_{true}} \right) / \ln \left( \frac{M(40^{Ar}17{O})}{M(40^{Ar}17{O})_{true}} \right)
\]

where \(true\) is the natural abundance ratio, \(meas\) stands for the measured ratio, and \(M\) is the mass value (amu).

The intensities of 40\(^{Ar}\)17\(^{O}\), 36\(^{Ar}\)16\(^{O}\), and 36\(^{Ar}\)18\(^{O}\) were calculated using the following equations:

\[
\frac{\left(40^{Ar}17^{O}\right)_{meas}}{\left(40^{Ar}17^{O}\right)_{true}} = \left(\frac{M(40^{Ar}17^{O})}{M(40^{Ar}16^{O})}\right)_{corr} = \frac{\left(40^{Ar}17^{O}\right)}{\left(40^{Ar}16^{O}\right)}_{true}
\]

\[
\frac{\left(36^{Ar}16^{O}\right)_{meas}}{\left(36^{Ar}17^{O}\right)_{true}} = \left(\frac{M(36^{Ar}16^{O})}{M(36^{Ar}17^{O})}\right)_{corr} = \frac{\left(36^{Ar}16^{O}\right)}{\left(36^{Ar}17^{O}\right)}_{true}
\]

\[
\frac{\left(36^{Ar}18^{O}\right)_{meas}}{\left(36^{Ar}17^{O}\right)_{true}} = \left(\frac{M(36^{Ar}18^{O})}{M(36^{Ar}17^{O})}\right)_{corr} = \frac{\left(36^{Ar}18^{O}\right)}{\left(36^{Ar}17^{O}\right)}_{true}
\]

where \(corr\) stands for corrected ratios.

The intensities of 38\(^{Ar}\)44\(^{N}\), 40\(^{Ar}\)44\(^{N}\), 38\(^{Ar}\)46\(^{O}\), and 40\(^{Ar}\)46\(^{O}\) were calculated using the following equations:

\[
38^{Ar}14^{N} = \left(38^{Ar}14^{N} + 36^{Ar}16^{O}\right)_{mix} - 36^{Ar}16^{O}
\]

\[
40^{Ar}14^{N} = \left(40^{Ar}14^{N} + 36^{Ar}18^{O}\right)_{mix} - 36^{Ar}18^{O}
\]

\[
38^{Ar}16^{O} = \left(38^{Ar}16^{O} + 40^{Ar}14^{N} + 36^{Ar}18^{O}\right)_{mix} - \left(40^{Ar}14^{N} + 36^{Ar}18^{O}\right)_{mix}
\]

\[
40^{Ar}16^{OH} = \left(40^{Ar}16^{OH} + 40^{Ar}17^{O}\right)_{mix} - 40^{Ar}17^{O}
\]

where \(mix\) stands for mixed signal intensity.

The intensity of 40\(^{Ar}\)17\(^{OH}\) was calculated using the following equation:

\[
\left(\frac{40^{Ar}17^{OH}}{40^{Ar}16^{O}}\right)_{meas} = \left(\frac{40^{Ar}16^{OH}}{40^{Ar}16^{O}}\right)_{meas}
\]

Finally, all the intensities of argide interferences that would affect Fe isotopic measurements were clearly identified under the conditions of routine wet plasma mode and 15% ion transmission rate (Table 3). As usual, significant interferences were 40\(^{Ar}\)16\(^{O}\) (+680–800 mV) on 56\(^{Fe}\) and 40\(^{Ar}\)18\(^{O}\) (8.9–11.4 mV) on 54\(^{Fe}\), 40\(^{Ar}\)18\(^{O}\) (1.5–1.9 mV) on 56\(^{Fe}\), and 38\(^{Ar}\)18\(^{O}\) (~2 mV) on 52\(^{Cr}\). Other interferences, such as 40\(^{Ar}\)48\(^{OH}\) (~0.9 mV) and 40\(^{Ar}\)16\(^{O}\) (~0.3 mV) on 57\(^{Fe}\), 38\(^{Ar}\)18\(^{O}\) (~0.65 mV) on 54\(^{Fe}\), and 38\(^{Ar}\)14\(^{N}\) (~0.5 mV) on 52\(^{Cr}\) were insignificant. The intensities of 38\(^{Ar}\)16\(^{O}\) (~0.005 mV) and 40\(^{Ar}\)17\(^{OH}\) (~0.0004 mV) peaks were negligible.

With the exception of 40\(^{Ar}\)14\(^{N}\), the intensities of various Ar-related polyatomic isobars were not significantly different between 0.35 mol L\(^{-1}\) HNO\(_3\) and deionized water. The intensity of 38\(^{Ar}\)14\(^{N}\) from deionized water was much lower than that from 0.35 mol L\(^{-1}\) HNO\(_3\). This trend shows that nitride polyatomic interferences were more significant from HNO\(_3\) than from ambient air.

**Effects of acid molarity and concentration mismatch.** The molarity of the acid used for Fe isotopic analysis may affect the accuracy of data.\(^{30,40}\) This potential influence on Fe isotopic analysis was evaluated as follows. A NIST Fe solution was diluted to 5 μg g\(^{-1}\) in 0.35 mol L\(^{-1}\) HNO\(_3\) to bracket 5 μg g\(^{-1}\) NIST Fe solutions diluted by HNO\(_3\) from 0.07 mol L\(^{-1}\) to 0.63 mol L\(^{-1}\). Fig. 3a shows an obvious Fe isotopic offset with sample/standard acid molarity ratios ranging from 0.2 to 1.8, indicating that a higher acid molarity would lead to a heavier isotopic composition of Fe.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Intensity of molecular isobaric interferences in different matrix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>m/z</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The effect of the Fe concentration mismatch between standards and samples on Fe isotopic measurements was also evaluated. We tested this by varying the Fe concentration of the samples from 2 μg g⁻¹ to 30 μg g⁻¹ at certain Fe concentration-based bracketing standards (5 μg g⁻¹ NIST Fe). The results demonstrate that Fe isotope analyses appeared only slightly affected when sample/standard concentration ratios were lower than 0.8 or considerably higher than 1.4 (Fig. 3b), while the isotopic offset was still in the precision range. These results are consistent with those of previous studies.56,49

Three-isotope plots of acid molarity and concentration mismatch tests are shown in Fig. 3c. These test data did not produce obvious mass-independent fractionation. A few points deviated from the theoretical mass equilibrium (1.475) or kinetic (1.488) fractionation line. This difference might result from the instability of the analytical conditions (acid molarity or concentration).

Therefore, it is crucial to match the acid molarity between the standard and sample. Although the Fe isotopic measurements were observed to be insensitive to concentration, as a good laboratory practice, we adjusted both the sample concentration and acid molarity to be within 5% relative to the standards in routine operation. For each routine analytical sequence, the same batch of 0.35 mol L⁻¹ HNO₃ was used to prepare all purified samples and standards. Prior to isotopic measurements, all concentrations of samples and standards were pre-analyzed using a mass spectrometer and diluted to a unified concentration.

Effects of residual hydrochloric acid. A large amount of HCl was used for chromatographic purification of Fe. Therefore, it is crucial to evaluate the effect of residual HCl, which was tested by adding HCl of various molarities to the samples (NIST Fe). We bracketed a series of samples with residual HCl molarity ranging from 0.25 mmol L⁻¹ to 50 mmol L⁻¹ using the NIST Fe standard at the same concentration (5 μg g⁻¹) and constant acid molarity (adjusting the amount of HNO₃). This result suggests that HCl would lead to a heavier isotopic composition of Fe when the HCl concentration was greater than 10 mmol L⁻¹ (Fig. 4). The 50 mmol L⁻¹ residual HCl in the samples resulted in a shift of more than 0.2‰ in δ⁵⁶Fe. Consequently, the conversion of HCl to HNO₃ is essential for accurate Fe isotopic determination.

Effect of elemental matrix. The matrix elements present in sample solutions can affect Fe isotopic determinations. In this study, several major and trace matrix elements were assessed for their potential impact on Fe isotopic measurements. The samples (NIST Fe; 5 μg g⁻¹) were mixed with various quantities of matrix elements; these solutions were measured against a 5 μg g⁻¹ pure NIST Fe solution. The resulting δ⁵⁶Fe data are presented in Fig. S1 against the concentration ratios of matrix elements to Fe (Crivant/CFe). The effect of the matrix elements on Fe isotopes was negligible when C(V, Ti)/CFe < 0.001, C(K, Ca, Ni, Mn)/CFe < 0.01, C(Na)/CFe < 0.02, and C(Zn, Mg)/CFe < 0.1. No obvious deviation in δ⁵⁶Fe was observed when C(Al)/CFe was less than 0.2. It was crucial to test the specific impact of Cu and Co given that they are not
There is a good agreement between the actual test values (blue spot) and the simulated values (gray dotted line). The simulated values were based on the natural abundances of Cr and Fe modeling. The gray area represents the long-term external uncertainty of ±0.03‰ (2SD) for δ56Fe. Separated from Fe in the chromatographic procedure. The results demonstrate that there is no significant offset when CCr/CFe < 0.02 or CCo/CFe < 0.02 (Fig. S1). Notably, this Fe purification is not suitable for copper-rich or cobalt-rich samples such as copper ore and cobalt nodules.

Although Cr was eluted completely during the Fe purification process (Table S2), the influence of Cr was also evaluated. Different amounts of Cr were added to 5 μg g⁻¹ NIST Fe solution. The results demonstrated that if CCr/CFe was less than 0.0001, a detectable bias could not be produced in the Fe isotopic analyses (Fig. 5). In addition, we simulated the effect of Cr on Fe, which is indicated by the gray dotted line in Fig. 5. The line was based on the natural abundances of Cr and Fe modeling. It was in good agreement with the test value, and all of them suggested that a higher Cr/Fe ratio (> 0.0001) can yield a significantly lighter Fe isotope composition. The accuracy of the Fe isotopic analysis requires Cr interference monitoring through the detection of 52Cr during testing.

**Iron isotopic compositions of geological standards.** Five igneous rock reference standards, including three basalts (BHVO-2, BIR-1a, and BCR-2), one andesite (AGV-2), and one granodiorite (GSP-2), were analyzed in this study. The long-term reproducibility of the Fe isotopic analysis was evaluated by replicating measurements of these geological reference materials, bracketed with standard IRMM-014 over a period of more than three years. The external precision of the measurements was better than ± 0.03‰ (2SD) and ± 0.06‰ (2SD) for δ56Fe and δ57Fe, respectively (Fig. 6).

The Fe isotopic compositions of these reference materials were consistent with previously recommended values published in other studies, within statistical uncertainties (Fig. 6). Overall, the results of these tests confirm the accuracy and precision of Fe isotopic analyses using the chemical purification and instrumental measurement methods proposed in this study.
Three-isotope plots of the five USGS geological standards are shown in Fig. 7. The data obtained for these reference materials yielded a $\delta^{57}\text{Fe}$ versus $\delta^{56}\text{Fe}$ fractionation line, with a slope of 1.497 ± 0.019. This slope value was indistinguishable from the equilibrium (1.475) or kinetic (1.488) fractionation law within statistical error. This indicates that there are no obvious contributions of unresolved isobaric interferences to Fe isotopic analyses.

**CONCLUSIONS**

A high-precision Fe isotopic analysis method using sample-standard bracketing was presented using a Nu 1700 MC-ICP-MS. The high mass resolution (3000; 10% valley) of this instrument for Fe isotopic measurements achieved complete resolution and elimination of Ar-related interferences. This allowed us to evaluate the type and intensity of all the Ar-related interferences.

Fe was purified from the samples using the anion resin AG-MP-1M in a single column. Most matrix elements (Cu, Zn, Co, K, Ca, Mg, Al, Na, Mn, and Ti) had no significant effect on Fe isotopic analyses. Although Cr can substantially affect the $^{54}\text{Fe}$ measurement, it was removed efficiently through chromatographic separation in this study. Because of the obvious influence of acid mismatch, the acid molarity of both the samples and standards was kept consistent with one another, while it was ensured that no residual HCl remained in the solutions. Although Fe isotopic analyses are not sensitive to concentration matching, a difference within 5% was maintained relative to the applicable standards.

Based on repeated analyses of the geological reference materials, the long-term external precisions of $\delta^{56}\text{Fe}$ and $\delta^{57}\text{Fe}$ were better than ± 0.03‰ and ± 0.06‰ (2SD), respectively. All Fe isotopic data obtained in this study were consistent with previously published values, within statistical uncertainty.
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